
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 17 April 2023
Compiled Mon. 17 April 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty-two multiple personalities”

Trump Never Left Office
The Military Is In Charge
The Storm Has Arrived!

Military Tribunals at GITMO – Dark To Light – The Great Awakening – Government Shutdown 
– Comeback Bigger Than Setback – White Hats in Control – Game Over! - American Media 

Group (amg-news.com)

Prepare For Emergency Broadcast System Activation
The EBS will involve Ten Days of Communication Darkness where Phones, Internet, Credit/

Debit Cards and ATMs will not work, while three eight-hour documentaries will be broadcast on 
TV and Radio 24/7.

It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, water, cash & essential items on hand.

“True Friendship”
April 16, 2023 - #4883 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)

“The only way to have a friend, is to be one.”
…Ralph Waldo Emerson

Being sincere and interested in others opens the door to friendship. Listening and caring, finding 
common ground and being trustworthy, keeps the door of friendship open. Then, no matter what 

challenges we face, true friends walk the distance with us. 
“A friend loveth at all times.” 

(Proverbs 17:17)
Judy Note:

• Brace Yourselves – The Storm Has Arrived!: Military Tribunals at GITMO – Dark To 
Light – The Great Awakening – Government Shutdown – Comeback Bigger Than Setback 
– White Hats in Control – Game Over!

• U.S. Nuclear Bomber Planes Deployed In Act Of Strength | Republican Informer

• New Jersey: Baggage claim reportedly evacuated at Newark International airport due to 
security situation.

• Tennessee: Nashville Airport Was Evacuated Due To ‘Noxious Odor;’ One Hospitalized.
• Maine: A train carrying hazardous materials has derailed and caught fire in Rockwood, 

Maine.
• Kentucky: Mass shooting with multiple people injured and fatalities at the park in 

Louisville, Kentucky.
• Alabama: At least 20 people have been shot at a teenager’s birthday party at a dance 

studio in Dadeville, Alabama.
• Georgia: A half-mile radius Shelter-in-place has been issued following a large chemical 



plant fire in Brunswick, Georgia.
• Sudan: Civilian planes are on fire at Khartoum airport in Sudan, amid ongoing clashes 

between army and paramilitary forces after a coup attempt. The UN aircraft has been 
destroyed at the airport in Khartoum, the capital city of Sudan. The airport has been taken 
over by the Rapid Support Forces. The government Sudanese Armed Forces are pro-
American and the Rapid Action militia (SIS) are pro-Russian.

• Japan Prime Minister evacuated after blast at speech in Wakayama.

• US Inc. was developing Bio-weapon Labs in Ukraine that would result in the mass 
deaths of humans, animals and crops: https://evil.news/2023-04-14-government-
developing-universal-gmo-bioweapon-ukraine-biolabs.html

A. WARNING, this is not a Test. This is an Actual Emergency. Be on the lookout for unexpected 
Amazon Deliveries. They may contain a powdery substance. If you receive one of these 
packages, immediately call emergency services and/or poison control. ABOVE All, TRUST 
YOUR FEELINGS!

• On Tuesday April 11, 2023 Military helicopters landed at the Utah State University 
Campus in Cache County Logan Utah.

• There were five individuals apprehended at USU for the manufacturing and distribution 
of Ricin and other highly toxic materials that were being sent to "conservatives" across 
the country by way of Amazon shipments.

• The Ricin shipments were also destined against certain individuals in Cache Valley.
• The incident was covered up with a story about USU's ROTC Program.

I, Tom Fairbanks, was asked to make a news release warning America of this latest threat to 
conservatives across the country.

Tom Fairbanks
Community Health Advocate
Community Support Foundation

If you were reading this Restored Republic via a Global Currency Reset as published on 
Dinar Chronicles, please understand that it has been redacted. For a full and un-redacted version, 
see a PDF copy at report’s end.
B. The Corrupt US Voting and Legal Systems:

• The Ken & Barbie vs. Goliath IRS Tax Case has shown that our entire US Court 
System has illegally operated since Abraham Lincoln suspended Habeas Corpus in 1861, 
Pastor Sanders Show: http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/pastor-sanders-tom-fairbanks-
ken-cromar-share-various-updates-on-national-show/   www.CedarHillsCitizens.org.

• The US Military counted official watermarked ballots of the 2020 Election and found 
that Trump won in every state by an over 80% vote, after which Trump didn’t leave office, 
but put the Military in charge. The Military staged a Biden inauguration in part on a 
Hollywood movie set where he gave his Oath of Office on a Satanic Bible. Biden, Pelosi, 
Obama Charged with Treason, Collusion with CCP on 2020 Voter Fraud, Pedophile Ring 
Run out of the White House | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)



• It was estimated that 80% of Congress was involved in pedophilia and collusion with 
foreign powers, especially the Chinese Communist Party, to influence the 2020 Election.

• Biden Lost: There were now 46 out of 50 states that have recounted the 2020 Election 
vote and confirmed that Biden lost the vote.

• Allegations of Fraud in the 2020 Election: If SCOTUS considered the Brunson Case 
and ruled that Congress did not investigate the 50 formal allegations of fraud in the 2020 
Election before certifying the Election (which they did not) and therefore violated their 
Oath of Office, then the Biden Administration and all of Congress would automatically 
be suspended.

• Another complication has come into play in that it has recently been found that most 
members of Congress and those in the Biden Administration never took an Oath of Office 
to the Constitution. Therefore, they were never legally in office in the first place – which 
would pave the way for a Military Takeover until a new election could be held.

• RALAND BRUNSON- BIG NEWS- BREAKING - Debbie Faris 4 15 2023 
(rumble.com) Debbie Faris talks to Raland Brunson about the SCOTUS Petition and 
the NEW EFFORTS in the Fight to hold 3 Lib members of SCOTUS to their 
CONSTITUTIONAL OATH. April 14 2023: Breaking news from Raland Brunson, the 
Brunson v. Adams et al SCOTUS case 22-380 originator. He is now suing three Supreme 
Court Justices and here are his thoughts, shared publicly for the first time. Raland wants 
our participation, go to www.EnoughIsEnough.me to download the letter to Utah Federal 
Judge #BrunsonCharge #LetsGoBrunson $2.00 and they send it out for you.

• COMING APRIL 20TH: Flight of the Brunson Brothers (https://www.goodlion.tv/) 
This fight is not about reinstating Donald Trump, it's about taking America back! The 
Brunson Brothers engineered a case to sue the United States congress for not upholding 
their constitutional oath when a little over two years ago, its members openly stated the 
election needed to be investigated, and yet, 380+ members ignored their oath and 
certified the 2020 fraudulent presidential election.  https://rumble.com/v2him76-flight-of-
the-brunson-brothers-release-date-april-20-2023-good-lion-tv.html 

• How We the People can get involved in a matter of National Security and require the 
Supreme Court to hear the Brunson Case: www.CedarHillsCitizens.org

• You can join the Brunsons in their petitions to save the Constitution and free and fair 
elections by sending SCOTUS a letter: Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme 
Court…

C.You Can Help Save Our Beloved Constitution, Which is Hanging by a Thread:

• The Brunson Case alleges that 385 members of Congress, plus Biden, Harris and 
Pence violated their oath of office to protect the Constitution and committed Treason by 
not investigating 50 formal allegations of fraud in the 2020 Election.

• So far the Supreme Court has refused to hear the case on two separate filings, though a 
third filing 23-4042 from Tenth Circuit Court in Denver, has now reached the Supreme 
Court on Rule 11 (National Emergency).

• 18 USC 2382 Misprision of Treason: It appeared that by federal statue, the Supreme 
Court must hear the Brunson case, or risk being be tied to the alleged Treason, “Whoever 



of, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the commission of any 
treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon as may be, disclose and make known 
the same to the President or to some judge of the United States, or to the governor or to 
some judge or justice of a particular State, is guilty of Misprision of Treason.”

• On March 17, 2023 Raland Brunson served three Supreme Court Justices – specifically  
Justices Sonia Sotomayor, Elena Kagan, and Ketanji Brown Jackson. The justices have 
already “lawyered up”: Read Raland Brunson’s stellar filing against them here: http://
www.cedarhillscitizens.org/surprise-raland-brunson-has-served-scotus-justices-read-it-
here/

• If SCOTUS ruled that Congress did not investigate the 50 formal allegations of fraud in 
the 2020 Election before certifying the Election (which they did not) and therefore 
violated their Oath of Office, then the Biden Administration and all of Congress would 
automatically be suspended.

• Another complication has come into play in that it has recently been found that most 
members of Congress and those in the Biden Administration never took an Oath of Office 
to the Constitution. Therefore, they were never legally in office in the first place – which 
would pave the way for a Military Takeover until a new election could be held.

• How We the People can get involved in a matter of National Security and require the 
Supreme Court to hear the Brunson Case: www.CedarHillsCitizens.org

• You can join the Brunsons in their petitions to save the Constitution and free and fair 
elections by sending SCOTUS a letter: Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme 
Court…

D. NEED MIRACLES? Raland Brunson of the Brunson Brothers Supreme Court Cases is now 
shipping out copies of “MIRACLES: In God We Trust” and “A More Perfect Union” produced 
by Raland Company.  To support the cause you can order your copies of these important Liberty 
Education DVDs for a donation of only $25 - which includes FREE shipping and FREE pocket 
Constitutions. Donate here: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/contact/ 

Super Patriot Liberty Library – perfect for Home School Education, or as a legacy gift to 
children and grandchildren.  Educate to Save America.  See the bounteous package of valuable 
materials here: http://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/super-patriot-liberty-library-only-400-
educate-to-save-america/ 

Free Liberty Garden Seeds: www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/Super-Patriot-Liberty-Library-
Only-450/

E. On the Global Currency Reset – several independent sources have confirmed that:
• By Wed. 29 March the Iraqi Dinar had revalued in-country and was trading on the back 

screens internationally as a gold/asset-backed currency.
• On Sat. 1 April the new Global Financial System became official, including the gold/

asset-backed US Note.
• As of Sun. 2 April Bond financing – that funded the GCR – had been completed.
• On Mon. 3 April Bond payouts began.
• Wed. 5 April the USD was no longer accepted in any country except for the US, Canada 

and Mexico. Those three countries would accept it for about another three months.



• Thurs. 6 April: Activation-liquidation of Dubai 1 working capital funds.
• By Mon. 10 April the Global Currency Reset had been fully funded; Dubai 2 groups of 

Sovereign Buyers started contracts with various trusts; large file sellers and funds were 
paying out to various entities and Chinese Bond Holders received their Q Cards from 
HSBC (from 12 versions of Chinese Bonds), with a promise that they would have access 
to 1% of funds on their Q Cards by Fri. 14 April.

• One minute after midnight Fri. morning 14 April, the GCR Codes were released, 
which instigated big celebrations in Zurich; the Elders were in Reno getting paid, plus 
Bond Holders and US Native Americans received their first payment of 1%.

• Sun. 16 April or Mon. 17 April NESARA/GESARA was set to be released, while all 
banks around the world were required to be on the Quantum Financial System, or would 
lose their license to operate. 

• Mon. 17 April the new USN was set to be revealed, Bond Holders, plus US Native 
Americans would get their 9%. 

• On Tues. 18 April the Central Bank of Iraq had said that the Iraqi Dinar would have a 
"new monetary value." Intel reported that the USN would be activated on Tues, plus 
Bond Holders would have access to their funds at 4 am that Tues. morning.

• The Cabal’s Blackrock and Blackwater were bankrupt. The US Federal Reserve Dollar 
was dead, with only the US, Canada and Mexico accepting it for trade for the next three 
months, and then no more. The White Hats have taken the money away from the Federal 
Reserve, all Central banks, IMF, UN, and the BIS bank. Derivatives would cause many 
banks to be closed.

• The White Hats have all the names of corrupt people who have currency and they will 
NOT be allowed to exchange in the Global Currency Reset.

F. Awake-in-3D: RV/GCR infrastructure? IMF and DCMA Announces Global Foreign Exchange 
Digital Currency | Dinar Chronicles

G. Sat.15 April American Patriot:
• Starting Sunday 16 April the shift to all things Quantum begins. All banks around the 

world are using QFS (Quantum Financial System) exclusively.  
• Any bank that attempts to transfer money via SWIFT loses its ability to be in the 

banking/financial industry.  The authorities (of White Hat) are not fooling around.
• This is about putting a final nail in the coffin for "Money Laundering" and 

wrongdoing.  When the general public, and bad actors involved in illegal activities, find 
out that the QFS is tracking the movement of money for 50 movements (and more), they 
will break out in more than a sweat.  

• Desperation will have set in, leading to (potentially) desperate acts.  So, all the doom 
and doom warning videos and discussions of EMF attacks/ blackouts/ blackouts, 
whatever the evil Cabal might entertain in retaliation, is possible, but not likely.

• We can see the evidence.  Payers everywhere are reaching out to your downline with 
reports of money being released.  The only wait is for the Quantum to let go of 
everything, according to approved, verified GOLD accounts maintained by tens of 
thousands of good people, Dreamers, just like you and me.  



• These are people in CMKX, on many platforms that were created to participate in the 
Glory Days of the Trust and Paper Money Buy/Sell Ponzi Scheme, which proliferated in 
the 1990s. These are people who joined Groups Private and received SKR, government 
bonds and currencies that were subsequently traded on similar platforms.  These accounts 
number in the tens of thousands and Quantum has touched everyone to qualify both the 
recipient, the source of funds and all the people who participate, in fees, in commissions, 
all the people who in some way participated in obtaining this money.  What an incredible 
feat that has been!

• This massive Momentous Event will touch all corners of the world, especially those 
most damaged by the evil Cabal Cartels that have been instrumental in this corruption.

• Evidence that this is underway can be found in the announcement made on Fri. 14 
April by the Central Bank of Iraq, which states that Iraq will have a "new monetary 
value" within the next 3 days.  The CBI is closed Sat. and Sun, so that means Tuesday!

• Evidence that NESARA/GESARA is underway will be on enormous display from all 
directions.  Mississippi and Kentucky have announced that there is no STATE INCOME 
TAX.  North Carolina has approved a bill to hold a State Convention and secede from the 
Federal Union, this after the same Assembly that took place in Abilene, TX, at the end of 
2021, it seems that it is time to finally see the end from the tyranny of the WEF/ WHO/ 
UN and its Evil Class.  

• Quantum has been activated and there is no going back! All Bank Operations must be 
carried out 100% with the Quantum System and any non-certified bank, which means 
that they lose their license to operate if there is not a digital certification attached to each 
transfer, as in other banks such as Wells Fargo which already operates 100% in the 
Quantum System.  

• This is in every country in the World. Cheaters will no longer be able to cheat.
H. Restored Republic:
I.The EBS will be brought in by The Event – and it will be Biblical: They will make out it's 
WW3 but really they are activating Militaries, and then bombing all of these Satanic Luceriferian 
landmarks. They will enact GESARA funds and then We The People rebuild.

• 34 Satanic Buildings and Dams will Fall. Rods of God/DEW Worldwide. 
• Q said some of the Satanic Illuminati Landmarks are: Vatican, Buckingham Palace, 

Whitehouse x 2 (USA, Germany), 3GD in China. Cern on the Swiss/French Border 
possible.  Big Pharma in Wuhan = Israel https://t.me/ColdWarPatriot/543

• Israel/Khazarians control the Chinese Communist Party and the Media.
• Planes & Trains grounded. Lights/Power switched off as we change over to Tesla Free 

energy.
• Bitcoin Servers/Data Center hit and turned off for good. 99.5% of Crypto gone China 

Coins. Enter ISO20022 Coins backed by Precious Metals.
• WW3 Scare Event. Nuke Sirens; Water Event; Stock Market Crash; Global Martial 

Law;
Castle Rock Scenario Julian Assange; Quantum Systems. Project Odin Switched on.

• Nesara/Gesara/RV
• Election Flipping via Military Courts – FISA 
• Military Tribunals/confessions/10 day movie - 3 × 8 hr sessions.
• Ten countries will be running EBS to cover the whole World.



• The ISRAELI MOSSAD controls the World’s Media out of the US.
• Ron CodeMonkeyz said Project Odin was a powerful Anti-Deplatforming tool.
• Project Odin is part of Quantum Starlink. 
• Our new Quantum Systems are to be protected by Secret Space Programs.
• Q2337 tells you Mossad Media Assets will be removed. Think people like Alex Jones, 

Anderson Cooper etc and also Mossad Satellites.
• Israeli intelligence - stand down.

J. Emergency Broadcast System Alerts:
• POTUS will tweet “My fellow Americans, The Storm is upon us,” which was the trigger 

for us to go into full Global Martial Law.
• We would then receive seven "Trumpets," aka E B S text messages, on our phones 

alerting us to tune into our TV, radio or phones.
• Via the US Military, all militaries across the Globe would shut down all Media, 

Internet, Phones and TV programming. (Emergency services would remain active).
• During that time the Internet and ATMs would not work and phones would only work 

for calling 911.
• This Global Martial Law would include a ten day Communication Darkness where 

the Emergency Broadcast System would be activated worldwide to play eight-hour 
documentaries three times a day (24/7) on the subjects of fraud, corruption, pedophilia, 
arrests and tribunals of Global Elites. 

• The Militaries would remove governments worldwide which were under control of 
the Cabal, while making arrests on 500,000 sealed indictments across the Globe.

• After the 10 days of Communication Darkness, we would then connect to a new 
Quantum Internet.

• Old systems of Government, Education, Finance, Health, Trade and Commerce etc., 
would be dismantled and replaced.

• GESARA/NESARA would be activated.
• In the US, the IRS (which was actually a Puerto Rican Trust owned by the Cabal) would 

be dismantled and replaced with a 14% tax on the sale of new items only, with no tax on 
food or medicine.

• The US would go back to Common Law instead of adhering to Admiralty Law, which 
was only loyal to the Crown of England. Under Common Law if there was no damage or 
harm done, then there was no violation of the law. This would eliminate millions of laws 
which were used to control the masses and protect corrupt politicians. Lawyers, Judges 
and officers of the Court would be retrained in Common Law.

K. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:
• School staffer, director of child development programs among six arrested in Portland 

child sex sting.
• In a photo Prime Minister Rutte Netherlands with a Panda (Panda Eyes), Baphomet, 

Adrenochrome. He was executed on Oct. 4 2020 for Crimes Against Humanity and 
Pedophilia. What we see now is a clone hybrid or actor playing him wearing an ankle 
band.

• Soccer Star Christiano Ronaldo is gay and a pedophile. All his girlfriends and wives 
are fake paid prostitutes. He is involved in a child trafficking ops through Save the 



Children Foundation. They are sacrificing and stealing children for decades already 
during all conflicts. A lot of Adrenochrome supplies were coming from them. They are 
the virus. Military is the Only Way — Q17 — When u touch our Innocent Children in the 
World — No Mercy — No Deals — Dead Penalty — Hang Them All.

• Cesarion the Son of Cesar, and Cleopatra, once said and I quote "We will conquer 
the world using the Religion, not with war, but Religion." The result of this activity of 
Cesarion was creation of the Catholic Church, and Vatican – which worshipped both God 
and Satan and ran, with the help of various mafias, an International Drug, Arms and Child 
Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring.

L. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Ebola/ Polio/ Drugs/ Vax Hoax:
• Fit and healthy children and young people are dropping like flies. This is NOT 

normal. All those pushing the Covid vaxx need to be prosecuted for Mass Murder and 
Crimes Against Humanity.

• Anthony Fauci is the second coming of Joseph Mengele. I said back in 2020 that this 
dude is probably the most prolific serial killer in history. I was not, at all, joking with that 
statement. The blood of millions of lives over the decades lies on his hands. His track 
record would make Genghis Khan green with envy. In so far as his touting of a “100% 
effective vaccine,” new VAERS numbers have been published: 818,042 Adverse Events; 
83,412 Hospitalizations; 92,017 Urgent Care; 26,199 Disabled; 10,179 Bell's Palsy; 
10,304 Myocarditis; 8,408 Heart Attacks; 2,631 Miscarriages and 17,128 Deaths. 
Meanwhile, the fully vaccinated continue to dominate infection, hospitalization, and 
mortality rates. Nuremberg 2.0 awaits, SS Officer Fauci.

• A $2.8 million bribe payment went from Pfizer to FDA for their Bioweapon “approval”.
• Doctors in Kentucky, California Received Millions for Covid Vax of Medicaid 

Patients: https://evil.news/2023-04-13-doctors-bonus-payments-vaccinating-against-
covid.html

• 2019: 1 pilot death, 2020: 6 pilot deaths, 2021: 111 pilot deaths. Seems legit...right?

• The cure for Autism is called Suramin – a drug costing less than $30.

M. The Real News for Sun. 16 April
• Urgent Ukraine Update – Are You Ready?, Parts 1,2, Smith, Carter, Charlie Ward: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/2vyopZpLAhAn/ https://www.bitchute.com/video/
SEOf1UMA6ogP/

• Ukraine, keep in mind that Joe and Hunter Biden have assets located next to Eastern 
Europe's second longest tunnel system through which drugs, weapons, children, people 
and adrenochrome are trafficked. Odessa (Ukraine) -> Belarus -> Lithuania -> Latvia -> 
Estonia -> Finland -> Sweden. Now do you know why Biden Joe has land there? 32,000 
miles of D.U.M.B.S. Now you understand why the Russian bear wants to conquer 
Europe.

• According to the United Nations, children may consent to sex with adults. This has 
been the plan all along.

• Malik Obama dropped documents proving that Barack Obama was born in Nairobi, 
Kenya.



• North Dakota: Judge Suspends White House Environmental Rules | Vital News
• New York: Manhattan D.A. Alvin Bragg possesses exculpatory evidence showing 

Donald Trump did not intend to pay Stormy Daniels alleged hush money before the 2016 
election, undercutting the prosecutor's felony case that Trump falsified 2017 repayment 
records to benefit his campaign.

• Ukraine: US Tax Dollars Fund Soldiers of Fortune in Ukraine: https://
www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=220879

• On 14 April former Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot, who is actually a biological male, 
was sentenced to death by a JAG Court at Gitmo and hanged.  She/he accepted a 10 
million dollar bribe from Dr. Francis Collins of NIH who was hanged earlier for treason 
to impose lockdowns and oppressive measures regarding Covid19.

• QFS, the real Trump, Fulford: https://bestnewshere.com/new-benjamin-fulford-the-real-
trump-and-the-actor-qfs-april-2023/

• Global and political elites named in the indictments would be tried in federal courts, 
some faced Military Tribunals at GITMO, while others would go before international 
courts. A partial LIST of those believed named in over 71,000 federal indictments:

•      ANDREW McCABE ARRESTED & SERVING LIFE
•      BARACK OBAMA ARRESTED & EXECUTED
•     MICHELLE OBAMA (BIG MIKE) ARRESTED & EXECUTED
•     BILL GATES DECEASED
•     JOHN KERRY ARRESTED & SERVING LIFE
•     GEORGE SOROS ARRESTED & EXECUTED
•     FORMER CIA DIRECTOR JOHN BRENNAN
•     FORMER FBI DIRECTOR JAMES COMEY
•     JEFFREY EPSTEIN AND GHISLAINE MAXWELL

• The Secret of the Illuminati — The Secret Covenant of the Jewish Secret Society 
known as the Order of the Illuminati. Issued under the supreme authority of the Jewish 
Bograh and sanctioned by the Jewish Rothschild dynasty (Europe ) and the Jewish 
Rockefeller dynasty (USA)

• Deputy managing director of the IMF, Bo Li, admits that countries are required to 
enforce climate policies as a condition of borrowing money from the IMF. So Globalist 
financial bodies under the UN, are forcing governments to force corporations to force 
YOU into complying with totalitarian Net Zero policies, in order to solve a non-existent 
problem (the "climate crisis").

• Part of the Satanic NWO agenda is to create mass infertility around the world which 
in part has been achieved thanks to the Convid vaccines, GMO's, fluoridated water and 
microplsctics. The EctoLife company is helping accelerate the transhumanist agenda by 
creating artificial womb pods which is promoted through the WEF and other NGO's 
under the guise of sustainability and depopulation.

• Hydrogen Peroxide (H202) Kills Germs, Viruses and Cancer Cells just by rubbing it into 
your skin.

• How AI Can Track, Manipulate Voters: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/how-ai-
can-track-manipulate-voters

• JAG Arrests OMB Director Shalanda Young: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/
forum.cgi?read=220829



• US Troops Already On the Ground in Ukraine, Intel Shows | Conservative Insider

N. Worldwide Military Operation have or to arrest and hold Military Tribunals on Global 
Elites including Obama, Biden and 80% of Congress: Biden, Pelosi, Obama Charged with 
Treason, Collusion with CCP on 2020 Voter Fraud, Pedophile Ring Run out of the White House | 
Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

• On Thurs. 1 Dec. 2022 Nancy Pelosi and other Deep Staters were arrested following 
Biden’s State Banquet, according to Alliance reporter Michael Baxter: NANCY PELOSI, 
OTHER DEEP STATERS ARRESTED FOLLOWING BIDEN'S BANQUET 
(rumormillnews.com)  

• Evidently the arrests were part of a much larger Worldwide Military Operation to 
capture, arrest and hold Military Tribunals on Global Elites charged with Treason and 
Sedition. That list was said to include Obama, Biden and 80% of Congress: Michael Jaco: 
SG Anon Reveals Major Execution! Military's Of The World Ready To Strike & Military 
Tribunal Timeframe! - Must Video - best news here

• On Thurs. 1 Dec. 2022 the United States Special Forces and Army Rangers arrested four 
politicians, two Hollywood actors and two liberal media personalities following “Biden 
regime’s gala extraordinaire banquet, where 300 black-tie guests feasted on taxpayer-
funded Maine lobster, Almas caviar, and bottles of Chateau Margaux grand vin—at 
$200K per bottle.”

• “Contrary to the regime’s narrative, the lavish celebration did not take place at the 
White House in Washington D.C.” reported Baxter. “Rather, the deception took place at 
Tyler Perry’s to-scale mockup of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, a precise facsimile of the 
real thing. Real Raw News and other alternative media have in the past elaborated on 
how the regime uses Perry’s property to emulate official government functions.”

• Evidently, Pelosi and the Deep State arrests have been pending for quite a while. Back 
on Sun. 25 April 2021 in a Fox News Hannity bombshell report Julian Assage claimed, 
“We have hard proof that President Obama ran a pedophile ring out of the White House.”

• Assange said that a Wikileaks email to Obama read that ‘a young boy the age of five 
will make the perfect catamite for the president. He will arrive from Romania on 
Tuesday. I’m sure the president will be pleased.’ /politics/2021/04/obama-biden-clinton-
pelosi-white-house-pedophile-ring-uncovered-by-wikileaks-3232354.html

• Assange named Pelosi among other notables as being involved in the International 
Pedophile Ring connected to Epstein Pedophile Island: Bill and Hillary Clinton, Tim 
Kaine, Elizabeth Warren, Jimmy Carter, Harry Reid, Ben Affleck, Cory Booker and Al 
Franken. Trump Attorney Lin Wood included Chief Justice John Roberts in the group.  
WIKILEAKS: OBAMA RAN PEDOPHILE RING OUT OF WHITEHOUSE – The 
Underground Report (wordpress.com)

• Actually in Jan. of that same 2021 President Trump had planned to throw Treason 
bombshells at Biden, Harris, Pelosi, Comey and Clinton that would obliterate Congress. 
That was just before the Electoral College voted on which slate of electors to accept for 
the US Presidency. The President’s legal team was to un-lease evidence of 2020 Election 
Voter Fraud by Democrats in collusion with the Chinese Communist Party and other 
foreign governments.



• Evidence was slated to be shown of Dominion Voting machines switching Trump 
votes to Biden. Evidently just prior to the Nov. 3 election the Dominion Company was 
purchased by the Chinese Communist Party. The elections of the six swing states which 
used the machines were said to be fraudulent and un-certifiable.

• Back then there was even a possibility that the Electoral College would not be held 
because of the amount of Senate and House members who had already been charged with 
Treason and Pedophilia. The National Pulse had revealed a huge new list of traitorous US 
Congress people, state lawmakers and bureaucrats said to have taken money, trips, 
dinners or “cultural” propaganda freebies from the Chinese Communist Party. It was 
estimated that 80% of Congress was involved in pedophilia and collusion with foreign 
powers to influence the 2020 Election. /politics/2021/01/biden-harris-pelosi-comey-
clinton-treason-bombs-slated-to-obliterate-congress-on-wed-3222219.html

• Prior to that on Sat. 6 April 2019 Pelosi had already been charged with Treason. White 
House attorney Rudy Giuliani filed the formal charge against the Speaker of the House 
and called for her impeachment. The court papers – not yet made public – showed  Pelosi 
was suspected to be involved in Child Trafficking at the Arizona Cemex site; was 
believed to have received millions in drug money from convicted Mexican Drug Lord El 
Chapo (as Chapo confessed and named her among others, at his sentencing hearing), both 
of which could have been her incentive to keep the Mexican Border open for Drugs and 
Child Trafficking; she was a suspected conspirator in Russia Gate (a coup to overturn the 
2016 election and start a war with Russia); her daughters were supposedly caught 
bringing drugs back from Mexico in her diplomatic pouch and she has been accused of 
doing privileged Day Trading in the basement of Congressional offices before the 
Markets opened. /v3/politics/2019/3081308.html

O. Water responds to energy and vibrations. A microscopic picture shows how words and 
emotions affect crystals in the water, which was previously frozen. Water is an information and 
energy carrier, and your body is composed 70% of primarily water. Think about how different 
vibrations can affect your body, and your health, both good and bad.

P. Awake-in-3D: RV/GCR infrastructure? IMF and DCMA Announces Global Foreign Exchange 
Digital Currency | Dinar Chronicles

Q. Bill Gates has invested in Chinese companies that are improving the CCP military. He and 
Warren Buffett both invested in a company called "BYD" that, among other things, is developing 
technology to launch military satellites into space for China. So Bill Gates is subsidizing that. 
But more than that, Bill Gates is also an advisor to President Xi. He was brought into something 
called the Chinese Academy of Engineering, which sounds so wonderful and khaki-oriented. It is 
actually an organization that is obviously controlled by the Chinese Communists and is only 
open to members who are considered politically reliable. The organization itself says so. Bill 
Gates is a member in the capacity of this body, advising the Chinese government on 
technological conflicts.

R. Thurs. 13 April Welcome Your New Wealth With Open Arms And A Smile!, Jared Rand: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Hb22om9v8Wg5/

• So now we have a Quantum Financial System, which is all not on world technology, 



it's a mingling of good intending beings for this transition.
• I know people who have exchanged and you never hear from them and they never say 

another word.
• Allegedly there's this book, 49 pages whatever, in the book it tells you who you can 

donate to and who you can't, I don't know who invented that one because the quantum 
system already identifies the parasitecles that are trying to rekindle any kind of 
powerbase.

• You have to be careful of some of the descriptions of things and how they've been 
laid out for the people who are involved with the exchange.

• All Americans are going to be wealthy, there's no ifs and buts about it, it's an 
inevitability and eventually the rest of the planet. All Americans are owed a massive 
amount of money.

• Right now the parasites are rushing to put together an immediate crash so they can 
introduce a central bank digital currency.

• People look at the stock market and say "How can it be doing so good?" It's not, it's all 
fake.

• We have a corporation that's been kicking the can down the road trying to avoid paying 
its debts and after over 200 years it's now over and all the versions of it are over.

• Revaluation of currencies has to happen, it's logic, it's not a secret, it's not unusual, 
other countries throughout the ages have revalued their currencies.

• You have to revalue the currencies to equalize the playing field of the new structure of 
planet Earth, in order to do that we go back to a gold backed currency

• The people in this country will become wealthy because the RV and all the RVers will 
do their exchanges and they'll have a lot of money, it's a given, and all the bond trades, all 
done and taken care of.

• American people will be paid for years, none will be broke, none will be poor, slums 
will disappear, the gangs will disappear too, it's a total restructuring of humanity on this 
planet.

• It will be difficult for some people because they're headlong thrusted into the game the 
parasitecles have been playing.

• So the people will be hydrated well, I wouldn't be surprised if it's a weekly payout to 
people, it's going to help everybody get on their feet.

• Since we're so near there's a lot of creeps trying to discredit and redirect people.
• This money that you're going to be receiving is yours, the people will benefit greatly 

who have hung in there over the last 15 years or more with this RV through all the crap, 
all the made up stuff and the false starts.

• We're all in this together, I don't care what your status is, we're all one people and we 
help each other, this is a major transition and the majority of the people really don't have 
a clue.

• We all know that the money will be fantabulous but that's when our responsibility 
begins

• When I talk about new Earth it's literal because all these new technologies will be 
implemented, all the old antiquated technologies, that hold people back from growth, will 
be gone.

• The American people will be paid money for about 12 years, by then we probably 



won't need money any more, we really won't, and I think some people are insecure about 
that or the new digital system attached to our new monetary system.

• We have the gold backed currency, then we have the digital end with certain software 
programs running the digital end, and there's no shenanigans from corrupt bankers ever 
again to mess with it.

• This is a huge adjustment, I don't think people comprehend it. Why take it seriously? 
This is a transition that's already done!

• You look at this whole happening that's progressing, on the left side you have the old 
Earth that some people are still connected with, to them it seems so real that it's doom 
and gloom. Then on the right you have new Earth, and new Earth is operating and 
absolutely smoothly moving along. That's the new structure and that's where all the new 
technologies will come in.This is a spiritual evolution for humanity.

• This RV isn't going to be like you thought it was, it's going to be a lot simpler, these 
folks have been working on this for years, these people aren't rookies.

• This is a whole different existence, this wouldn't be happening in old Earth, the RV 
happening in new Earth not old Earth, the energy is too dense in old Earth, new Earth is 
higher frequency and easier to introduce the RV

• This is a major, major change, people will have Quantum accounts, no one will be able 
to mess with their money, money will be sent freely across the planet, that's a huge 
difference.

• Use discernment with all the new technologies that will be coming out.
• CBDC is old Earth, if we look at what's really happening we see a new Earth and you 

see a lot of happy people, you see the elimination of disease on the planet, you see the 
elimination of the body dying from old age.

• So for the people that aren't in the RV it's no big deal because you'll get paid very 
nicely for a long time.

• Who's in charge of releasing the massive amounts of hydration starting with the RV? 
Who are the ones in charge of releasing the wealth? Rumor has it that it's the Chinese 
Elders.

• There's two sets of Elders in Asia, quite a few years ago there was a group of nasty 
bankers that saw the writing on the wall so they migrated to China and set up shop and 
called themselves the Elders, they're fake, their spirituality is in the toilet.

• Now, there is a real group of Elders, this is a group of Chinese and other Asian 
heritages that protect massive quantities of wealth until such a time when things are 
cleared up enough where they say OK we'll release it.

• People ask what's the status on the Federal Reserve note? 80% of the people on planet 
Earth, and it's growing, are no longer using the US Dollar, it's pretty slick how they've 
hidden that in the US.

• When you start putting two and two together you'll start realizing wow this is really 
near, that's reality, this is really, really, really near.

• So we transfer to the currency end of it, the rainbow currency, gold backed currency, 
then we add on the digital end with Lobstr and Stellar software programs and then we 
have the digital transfers to the Quantum system and then the SWIFT fiat system is dead, 
this is like overnight guy's, then the new system rises up out of the ashes of the old one.

• When the parasitecles go to exchange their currency they'll say we've got a trailer full 



of $100 Fed notes, the bank or exchange center will say see ya, have a good day, and 
that's what we're looking at.

• David Straight's been running tirelessly all over this country teaching people, I wish 
that could have been done decades ago but it's all about timing, the more people that are 
educated and start connecting the dots, they start realizing wow we have really been 
mistreated as a people.

• Some of you have wealth managers, bankers or tellers that you've established a 
rapport with through the years, don't be surprised if out of the clear blue you get a phone 
call, and they tell you that we'd like you to come in at such and such a time for your 
exchange.

• Not everyone will get those phone calls, some people will have to dial in with an 800#
• You'd be surprised at how many people they have listed that bought one Dinar, if 

you bought currency from somewhere your name was recorded and reported in and the 
ones that gifted currency are also probably listed.

• The ones that stole currency are listed but not in a good light, if you know what I 
mean.

• Let's just look at the money, it's a done deal guys, that horse has been kicked so long it's 
over, it's done, people will start getting contacted, don't even think twice about it or try to 
figure out how it's going to be played out, this is going to play out surprisingly good.

• So don't be surprised if some of you get a call out of the clear blue asking you to come 
in and exchange, that's not what you've been told the last fifteen years is it?

• There's going to be an adjustment period no doubt about that, some will do it quicker 
than others

• Within the next decade most of these advanced technologies will be moving fluidly 
throughout society, people will be using them in everyday lives and they will be 
absolutely elated at what they'll be able to do.

• It's all done, it's all done, period, the fat lady has already sung, is there anything holding 
anything up? No!

• Like I said some will get a phone call and some won't, if someone calls in and doesn't 
have currency they'll get cut off, they're prepared to get jokesters calling in.

• The Zim was designed for a lot of money, more than any of the other so called 
currencies, it was engineered and designed to do one thing, when the time came right.

• The RV, you're in it, you stayed in it and now it's so near you'll start experiencing, 
you'll be in real time I'll put it that way, you'll say it's real and then pinch yourself.

S. Boycotting Cannibalism: Foods Containing Dead Fetal Cells. Every time we eat any of the 
food sources listed below (and any time we eat the flesh and blood of another sentient being), we 
are participating in a satanic ritual. It’s time to say ‘no’ by never purchasing products made with 
dead babies again. The following products are manufactured using aborted fetal cells:

PEPSI BEVERAGES:
– All Pepsi soft drinks
– Sierra Mist soft drinks
– Mountain Dew soft drinks
– Mug root beer and other soft drinks
– No Fear beverages



– Ocean Spray beverages
– Seattle’s Best Coffee
– Tazo beverages
– AMP Energy beverages
– Aquafina water
– Aquafina flavored beverages
– DoubleShot energy beverages
– Frappuccino beverages
– Lipton tea and other beverages
– Propel beverages
– SoBe beverages
– Gatorade beverages
– Fiesta Miranda beverages
– Tropicana juices and beverages

NESTLE PRODUCTS:
– All coffee creamers
– Maggi Brand instant soups, bouillon cubes, ketchups, sauces, seasoning, instant noodles

KRAFT – CADBURY ADAMS PRODUCTS:
– Black Jack chewing gum
– Bubbaloo bubble gum
– Bubblicious bubble gum
– Chiclets
– Clorets
– Dentyne
– Freshen Up Gum
– Sour Cherry Gum (Limited)
– Sour Apple Gum (Limited)
– Stride
– Trident

CADBURY ADAMS CANDIES:
– Sour Cherry Blasters
– Fruit Mania
– Bassett’s Liquorice All sorts
– Maynards Wine Gum
– Swedish Fish
– Swedish Berries
– Juicy Squirts
– Original Gummies
– Fuzzy Peach
– Sour Chillers
– Sour Patch Kids
– Mini Fruit Gums



– Certs breath mints
– Halls Cough Drops

NEOCUTIS “BEAUTY” PRODUCTS:
Neocutis uses aborted male baby cells after a 14 week gestation period in their anti-wrinkle
creams. The following creams they sell contain aborted fetal cells, but we need to boycott all
their products.
-Bio-Gel Prevedem Journee
-Bio-Serum Lumiere
-Bio Restorative Skin Cream

VACCINES:
-MMR II (Merck)
-ProQuad (MMR + Chickenpox — Merck)
-Varivax (Chickenpox — Merck)
-Pentacel (Polio + DTaP + HiB — Sanofi Pasteur)
-Vaqta (Hepatitis-A — Merck)
-Havrix (Hepatitis-A — Glaxo SmithKline)
-Twinrix (Hepatitis-A and B combo — Glaxo)
-Zostavax (Shingles — Merck)
-Imovax (Rabies — Sanofi Pasteur)

OTHER MEDICINES:
-Pulmozyme (Cystic Fibrosis — Genetech)
-Enbrel (Rheumatoid Arthritis — Amgen)

T. Must Watch Videos: 
• Sat. 15 April Situation Update: Situation Update - Social Media To Go Dark! June RV 

& WW3! VT Message/Intel! Phil Godlewski & SG Anon! Pentagon Leak A White Hat 
Op! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

• Sat. 15 April Situation Update: https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/
2023/04/situation-update-social-media-to-go-dark-june-rv-ww3-vt-messageintel-phil-
godlewski-sg-anon-pentagon-leak-a-white-hat-op-we-the-peopl

• Sun. 16 April Intel, SGAnon, Ward, Mahoney: New SGAnon & Charlie Ward & 
David Mahoney: Great April Intel for 2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

• Sat. 15 April White Hat Intel, Juan O Savin: Juan O Savin White Hats Intel 
4.15.2023!! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

• Sat. 15 April Military Situation Intel Update, Johnson: Derek Johnson: Military 
Situation Intel Update - April 15, 2023 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

• Sat. 15 April SGT Report: SGT Report - Breaking: Smoking Gun Proof Of Biden's 



Treason? - Todd Callender - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)

• Fri. 14 April SGAnon: SG Anon: This Is Huge: Global Take Down in Progress! (Video) 
| Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

• Sat. 15 April ShariRaye: New ShariRaye: Revenge of Trump 2024 - The Mask of Biden 
- I'm Fine | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

• Toothless with Dentures, Cheyenne & Charlie Ward: TOOTHLESS WITH 
DENTURES AT 20 YEARS OLD WITH CHEYENNE & CHARLIE WARD 
(bitchute.com) https://www.bitchute.com/video/FCJeIbjsdYbz/

U. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 
certificates, or identification.

V. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 
multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 
YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 
Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 
to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 
Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 
being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 
world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick."

W. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized 
children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators 



could supposedly gain power and rule the world. 
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 
Ring run by these global elites. 
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
X. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 
you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 15, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 14, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 13, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 12, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 10, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of April 8, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official


